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From the Editor
A N I T A  O S T E R H A U G

C olor is at the heart of what we weave. Color is science, and it is art. It de-

pends on myriad factors: the qualities of light, the chemistry of materials, 

the textures of yarn and fabric surfaces, the adjacent colors, and the eye of 

the beholder. Color theory has �xed rules, and yet it is subjective and deeply per-

sonal. Colors evoke memories of holidays, seasons, people, and places. Studies 

have shown that colors in our environment can affect our moods, and the colors 

we choose to wear can telegraph our moods to others. 

In weaving, our choice of colors can make an otherwise simple project spectac-

ular or it can disappoint, leaving the weaver feeling that costly materials and hours 

of work were wasted. (This is an especially high risk if you are an off-road weaver 

like me—one who loves a puzzle and takes project instructions as mere guidelines. 

Writer Garrison Keillor once said that intelligence is like 4-wheel drive: it just gets 

you stuck in more interesting places.) 

Over my years of �ber arts, I’ve read loads of good books and taken plenty of 

excellent classes on color theory, �ber blending, dyeing, etc., but the biggest thing 

I’ve learned about color selection is that there is never one right answer. (Although 

there are often multiple wrong answers.)

In this issue, we bring you a rainbow of ideas for using color in your weaving. 

Sara Lamb and friends offer ideas for playing with color values plus the one answer 

that is always right: “Sample!” (Painful for an off-road weaver to admit, but there 

it is.) Cari Malver brings us the vibrant colors and thoughts of tapestry weaver and 

Peruvian national treasure Máximo Laura, Nancy Roberts teaches us about weaving 

with dyed knitted blanks, and a whole host of our weaving friends share their proj-

ect and what they’ve learned in exploring the relationships between color and 

weave structure. The intrepid Rita Hagenbruch launches our new Traditions feature 

with her take on an old Scandinavian weaving technique and charming “happy 

shuttle” towels that will make your dishes and your kitchen sparkle. We all invite 

you to raise your shuttles and join in the dance of color and �ber, warp and weft. 

F U T U R E  T H E M E S
September/October 2013  A Night on the Town 
Weave to be seen! �is issue bring favorite garments and accessories to wear 
for evenings out (or in), plus articles on weaving techniques, sewing tips, and 
garment design.
November/December 2013  Twills Galore! 
Explore what’s possible with this most versatile weave structure. From 
elegantly simple traditional weaves to gamps and fancy network twills, there 
is a twill for every purpose. Plus, see ideas for last-minute gi�-making. 
January/February 2014  Weaving Down the Silk Road
Celebrate silk’s rich history in worldwide weaving traditions, its shine and 
drape, its warmth and strength, and its many uses. We’ll also look at the many 
di�erent varieties and preparations of silk available to weavers. 
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